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Many historians consider 1917 the worst year of the Great War (1914-1918) for Australia and 

the Australian Imperial Forces (AIF).  The 1917 casualty statistics alone provide compelling 

support for their argument, however further consequences of the war in 1917 for both the 

civilians and soldiers of Australia add significant weight to the claim.  In addition to the high 

casualty rate, the AIF troops endured fighting conditions unparalleled in the conflict and 

morale plummeted with the soldiers embittered at the waste of life they attributed to the 

failings of their British commanders.  For the Australian civilian population, 1917 saw the 

greatest social unrest of any period of the war.  The appalling casualties inflamed the passions 

of the second conscription debate in a nation already nursing social wounds opened by the 

physical, emotional and economic demands of the war.  The divisions in the civilian 

population and troop losses were a direct consequence of the fighting on the Western Front, 

with two battles in particular symbolising the worst aspects of 1917 for the AIF; the battles of 

Bullecourt and Passchendaele. 

The first battle of Bullecourt in April 1917 was a disaster for the AIF with poor leadership by 

British General Sir Hubert Gough underlining why the AIF soldiers had lost faith in their 

command.  He condemned the attack to failure by gambling on a rushed plan to break down 

the German defences and screen the attacking troops using tanks instead of artillery. The 

tanks were late for battle or broke down, leaving the men facing unbroken belts of barbed 

wire and unprotected in the face of terrible fire from the Germans.  Despite this, the troops 

captured portions of the heavily fortified Hindenburg Line.  Further failures of command 

denied them supporting artillery and they were eventually forced back to their lines by 

repeated German counter attacks.1  The Australians were devastated and blamed the failure of 

the tanks (Appendix A) and General Gough’s leadership.  Official War Correspondent 

Charles Bean stated that the battle ‘was indeed employed by British instructors afterwards as 

an example as how an attack should not be undertaken,’2 and that ‘Bullecourt, more than any 

other battle, shook the confidence of Australian soldiers in the capacity of the British 

command.’2   The village was taken in the second battle of Bullecourt but the two conflicts 

cost the four AIF divisions involved, over 10,000 casualties2.  No strategic advantage was 

                                                           
1 Reid, R. (2007). Bapaume and Bullecourt 1917 Australians on the Western Front. 1st ed. Canberra: 

Department of Veterans' Affairs, p.2. 

 
2 Bean, C. (1935). The Official History of Australia in the War of 1914-1918 Edition IV. 3rd ed. Arnold Place, 

Sydney: Halstead Printing Company Limited, pp.350, 544, 543. 
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gained and the men lost confidence in their command, leading to a decline in morale at a time 

when they were still recovering from their first winter in Europe.  

The AIF spent the beginning of 1917 in frozen or mud filled trenches and suffered from the 

conditions more in this period of the war than any other (Appendix B).  Lieutenant Charles 

Maynard, an officer from the 17th battalion wrote,  

‘This land in winter alternates between hard frost and mud.  For three weeks we have 

continuous frosts, during which the ground is so hard as to defy the men’s efforts to 

dig trenches. All food is frozen, including bread. Then suddenly, a thaw sets in and 

the country in one day is transformed into a sea of mud.’1  

Troops stayed in the front line for just forty-eight hours at a time to combat the conditions, 

but disease ran rampant and they suffered heavily from trench foot, caused by standing in the 

cold and wet trenches for hours.  Author David Coombes claimed ‘each Australian division 

lost around 200 men a week with trench foot.3’  The spirit of the AIF soldiers struggling 

through the winter of 1917 on the Somme was captured by Daryl Lindsay in his cartoon 

‘optimism’ (Appendix C).  The soldier’s face displays the exhausted emotions of the men but 

on the back of his original work, Lindsay wrote ‘Optimism "Well thank god at least there are 

no flies!"’4 This was typical of the Australians who used humour to combat the conditions 

and hardships of the war. Lindsay enlisted in 1915 and endured the winter of 1917 and this 

sketch is a likely representation of what he saw or felt.  The terrible conditions led many 

soldiers to claim the winter of 1917 was their worst experience of the war.  

The battle for Passchendaele in October 1917 was fought in terrible conditions and the losses 

were amongst the worst of the war for the AIF.  British Field Marshal, Sir General Haig, 

ordered the attack on Passchendaele for October the 12th as part of his Flanders offensive but 

was ignorant of, or chose to dismiss the effect of heavy rain on the battlefield5 (Appendix D). 

The entire front had been churned to mud by thousands of shells, slowing the attack to a 

                                                           
3 Coombes, D. (2016). A Greater Sum of Sorrow The Battles of Bullecourt. Newport, Australia: Big Sky 

Publishing, p.10. 

 
4 Collections.artscentremelbourne.com.au.(2017). Lindsay, Daryl. [online] Available at: 

http://collections.artscentremelbourne.com.au/paminter/imu.php?request=browse&irn=2203 [Accessed 2 Nov. 

2017]. 

 
5 Reid, R. (2007). Ypres 1917 Australians on the Western Front. 1st ed. Canberra: Department of Veterans' 

Affairs, p.16. 
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crawl and the men were mown down by the Germans who held the higher ground.  No 

advance was possible and all along the front, the attacking forces suffered heavily. With the 

battle of Passchendaele at the forefront, October of 1917 was the most costly month of the 

entire war for the AIF; losing 19,914 men, including 6,405 men who were killed in action or 

died of wounds 5.   Like Bullecourt, Passchendaele weakened the morale of the AIF, due not 

only to the casualties, but because it reaffirmed a lack of faith in their command and for these 

reasons the AIF never fully recovered from the battles of 1917.   

21,736 AIF soldiers perished in 1917, more than any other year of the war.  In 1916, the 

figure was 13,696 and in 1918 it was 14,240.  To put this in perspective, when Australia 

fought at Gallipoli in 1915, the AIF lost 8,141 troops6 (Appendix E).  The death toll shocked 

the nation and Dr Richard Reid, historian for the Federal Government stated ‘It is no wonder 

that for a generation in Australia men flinched and women bowed their heads at the mention 

of places such as Menin Road, Polygon Wood, Broodseinde and, most of all, 

Passchendaele.’8   The 1917 “victories” did not justify the losses incurred, severely weakened 

the forces and added to the anguish of a nation already in turmoil.  

In 1917, the economic impact of the war was having an increasingly divisive effect on 

Australians and in August and September 100,000 workers from across NSW and Victoria 

walked off their jobs on the railways, coal mines and waterfronts.  It was the biggest strike in 

Australia’s short history7 (Appendix F).  The workers were rebelling against falling wages 

and the declining standards of living brought on by the war effort.  The strike spread quickly 

but lacked organisation and was defeated by the use of non-union labour and the capitulation 

of union officials.8  The dispute was a direct outcome of the economic pressures of the war 

and demonstrated that the population was no longer united in the prosecution of the war 

effort, contributing to 1917 being the low point of the war for those at home in Australia.  

The nation was further split in 1917 when the topic of conscription was opened for the second 

time by Prime Minister Billy Hughes in response to Britain’s request for reinforcements for 

                                                           
6  A.G. Butler, ed. The Australian Army Medical Services In the War of 1914 – 1918. Australian War Memorial, 

Melbourne. Vol. III. 1943. P. 900. Copyright Australian War Memorial. 

 
7 Solidarity Online. (2017). The 1917 general strike – Solidarity Online. [online] Available at: 

https://www.solidarity.net.au/unions/the-1917-general-strike/ [Accessed 23 Oct. 2017]. 
 
8  National Library of Australia (2017). The Great Strike of 1917. [online] Available at: 

https://www.nla.gov.au/unbound/the-great-strike-of-1917 [Accessed 15 Oct. 2017]. 
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the Western Front.  Australia had narrowly voted against conscription in 1916 and the issue 

opened a bitter rift between the ‘patriots’, who supported conscription and the ‘labourites’, 

who were against forcing men to fight.  The 1917 proposal was again rejected but it deepened 

the rift as the community struggled to reconcile the loss of sons, husbands and fathers with 

the needs of the fighting forces. The conflicting emotions of the debate were underlined by 

two leaflets from 1917 (Appendix G).  Both used highly emotional language indicative of the 

heightened passions of the 1917 debate. The anti-conscription leaflet, The Blood Vote, 

voiced the guilt of a mother who voted yes, suggesting she had ‘doomed a man to death’ by 

choosing to force men into arms.  The Mothers Lament was pro conscription; ‘The men 

called for reinforcements, and I let them call in vain.’  The implication was that she had 

betrayed the men at the front by denying them the support they desperately needed.  The 

second conscription plebiscite in November 1917 capped the most tumultuous year of the war 

for the Australian population. 

Reflecting on World War One a century later, the tragedies of Bullecourt and Passchendaele 

provide a clear snapshot of why 1917 was the low point of the conflict for the AIF.  The 

winter of 1917 and the failures of the British command compounded the high casualty rates 

and led to a steep decline of morale within the AIF troops.  At home, the war demands and 

casualty lists of 1917, led to the unprecedented strike and the bitterness of the second 

conscription debate.  The result was an Australian nation more divided than at any other time 

during the war. Most poignantly though, the argument that 1917 was the worst year of the 

war for Australia and its forces is best represented by the 21,736 men who sacrificed their 

lives fighting for Australia.  

- 1480 
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Appendix A: 

Two German officers with a captured British tank on the battlefield at Bullecourt.  The tanks 

were training tanks without armour piercing protection. 

 

Australian War Memorial, (1917), G01534J [ONLINE]. Available at: 

https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/C1077943 [Accessed 27 October 2017]. 
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Appendix B: 

A portrait of an unidentified Australian soldier, at a frozen water point in the Somme Valley, 

during the winter of 1916/17.  

 

Australian War Memorial, (1917), EZ0123 [ONLINE]. Available at: 

https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/C46404 [Accessed 27 October 2017]. 
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Appendix C: 

Daryl Lindsay, Optimism, 1917. 

 

Lindsay, Daryl, (1917), Optimism [ONLINE]. Available at: 

https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/C179376 [Accessed 27 October 2017]. 
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Appendix D 

The swamps of Zonnebeke on October 12th, the first day of the battle of Passchendaele. This 

photograph shows the terrible conditions of the battlefield on the day of the attack.  

 

Australian War Memorial, (1917), E01200 [ONLINE]. Available at: 

https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/C43140 [Accessed 27 October 2017]. 
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Appendix E 

A table from the Australian Army Medical Services in the war of 1914-1920 that shows AIF 

deaths   

Year From Battle Casualties From Non-Battle Casualties Total Progressive Total 

1914 - 14 14 14 

1915 7,819 655 8,474 8,488 

1916 12,823 873 13,696 22,184 

1917 20,628 1,108 21,736 43,920 

1918 12,553 1,687 14,240 58,160 

1919 27 597 624 58,784 

1920 - 6 6 58,790 

Totals 53,850 4,940 58,790 58,790 

 

A.G. Butler, ed. The Australian Army Medical Services In the War of 1914 – 1918. Australian War Memorial, 

Melbourne. Vol. III. 1943. P. 900. Copyright Australian War Memorial. 
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Appendix F: 

A report from a local newspaper, ‘The Sun’ on Saturday August the 11th 1917.  

The description reads: ‘There was a big procession of strikers and their friends on Thursday 

and yesterday. The people on each occasion gathered on Eddy-avenue and marched through 

the streets of the city to the Domain where speeches were delivered. This picture shows the 

gathering at Eddy-avenue on Thursday prior to the march.’ 

 

Remembering the Great Strike of 1917 | South Sydney Herald South Sydney Herald. 2017. Remembering the 

Great Strike of 1917 | South Sydney Herald South Sydney Herald. [ONLINE] Available at: 

http://www.southsydneyherald.com.au/remembering-the-great-strike-of-1917/#.WfpzQ1WWZEw. [Accessed 

02 November 2017]. 
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Appendix G: 

Two posters from the 1917 Australian conscription debate, voicing the conflicting views of 

the proposal 

 

Australian War Memorial, (1917), The Blood Vote [ONLINE]. Available at: 

https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/C964519 [Accessed 25 October 2017]. 

Australian War Memorial, (1917), A Mothers Lament [ONLINE]. Available at: 

https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/C964492 [Accessed 25 October 2017]. 
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